


The first industrial 
Chempark in 
SERBIA

Several companies - 
a single location

The first industrial chemical park 
in Serbia is being developed at 
an attractive location in Prahovo, 
on the bank of the Danube.

Industrial Chempark Prahovo 
offers investors the concept of 
individual and sustainable soluti-
ons for their business model wit-
hin a larger manufacturing base. 
This enables companies to focus 
on their core business and invest 
in their own production facilities, 
while all other conditions and
infrastructure needed for produ-
ction are secured by the operator 
of the industrial-chemical park.

This concept allows companies 
to launch production rapidly, wi-
thout investing in the infrastru-
cture required in their branch of 
industry. In this way, companies 
significantly reduce both their 
initial investment and the time to 
market for their product.
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Location
Connected with 
Europe.

Prahovo’s location is extremely
good in geostrategic and logis-
tical terms, with infrastructure 
suitable for development of an 
industrial chemical park.
It lies on the bank of the Danube, 
right on the tripoint border of 
Serbia, Romania and Bulgaria.

River transport
Towards the east, the Danube connects 
Prahovo directly to the Black Sea (626 
km) and Constanta, the most important 
harbour in the region, with a reloading 
capacity of 100 million tonnes per year. 

Northward, the Danube connects Praho-
vo to the countries of the Danube basin, 
all the way to Germany. Through the 
Rhine-Main- Danube Canal it is connect-
ed to Rotterdam and the North Sea, 
as well as Mannheim, one of the most 
important transport hubs and the centre 
of the European chemical industry.

The international Port of Prahovo on the Danube, 
around 40 km downstream from HPP Djerdap, as 
one of a key advantages of this location, provides the 
most cost-effective form of transport to numerous 
markets. 

Rail transport
There is a well-developed rail infrastructure with a num-
ber of industrial tracks within the port, and the whole 
existing complex is connected to the Serbian Railways 
system and the international rail network.The Prahovo 
industrial complex is also connected by rail to the Bor 
smelting basin, a producer of cathodic copper and an 
important producer of sulphuric acid, a basic raw ma-
terial for many branches of the chemical industry. 

Road transport
Prahovo is connected by about 50 km of road to Vidin 
in Bulgaria, and Calafat in Romania, both of which are 
important road and rail hubs on European Corridor 4.  
A 150km highway also connects it to European Corridor 
10, which links Serbia to other European countries. 
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A long tradition of the chemical industry and the 
existing infrastructure of the industrial complex in 
Prahovo form an excellent basis for the future in-
dustrial and logistical development of this location, 
which will be attractive for various investors in Eu-
rope, Asia and other parts of the world.
  
The chemical complex in Prahovo exists since 1960 and 
was developed in phases as one of the largest projects 
of the planned economy in the former Yugoslavia. 
 
In 2012 the company Elixir Group privatized IHP 
Prahovo and started investments in revitalization 
and construction of the industrial complex, and also 
started production and conquering markets for the 
wide range of products: 

The existing infrastructure of the complex provides an 
outstanding potential for further development and 
construction of new production capacities. 

The international Port of Prahovo on the Danube, 
around 40 km downstream from HPP Djerdap, as 
one of a key advantages of this location, provides 
the most cost-effective form of transport to numer-
ous markets. 

The developed network of industrial railways with sev-
eral transshipment terminals within the port area and 
the whole industrial complex is connected with the 
system of Serbian Railways and the international rail-
way network.
 

In 2017, the French company Phosphea invested in its 
own facilities within the industrial complex in Prahovo, 
where the company obtains all its raw materials and 
energy, and enjoys complete infrastructure and logis-
tics support. 

Elixir Group exports more 
than 70% of its production.

The water supply is provided through the pump sta-
tion on the Danube 4 x 650 m3/h owned by the com-
pany (industrial water and water for firefighting).

The power supply is provided through the enclosed dis-
tributive system and high-voltage substation owned by 
the company, the total installed capacity 2 x 31.5 MW.  
The system is connected by powerlines with HPP Djer-
dap and high-voltage substation in Negotin. 

The steam supply is provided through the system 
of thermally insulated steam lines that distributes 
steam to each consumer.  The current steam produc-
tion is 55 t per hour.  It has been planned the expan-
sion of these capacities in accordance with the fur-
ther development of industry at the location.  

• phosphoric acid: 165,000 t P2O5 per year;
• purification of phosphoric acid: 100,000 t P2O5 

per year;
• NPK mineral fertilizer: 600.000 t per year;
• aluminium trifluoride (AlF3): 6,000 t per year.

Chemical-Industrial 
Complex Prahovo 

Existing 
infrastructure 



Elixir Group has invested in expansion of the industrial complex which 
encompasses a total area of 300 hectares, of which 115 hectares is 
earmarked for developing the industrial chemical plant, organising it 
into several technological units in the following major divisions: 
• Chemical park with a total area of 62 hectares, intended for buil-

ding new production facilities for the chemical industry.
• Industrial park with a total area of 22 hectares, intended for building 

production facilities for other branches of industry, infrastructure, 
logistic and other requirements for the activities of companies.

The development of the chemical park is conducted in two phases.
The project is supported by the Government of the Republic of Serbia, and 
all reputable institutions are involved in the project, the planning process,
and designing of the infrastucture in the area envisaged for industrial 
Chempark.
 

Development plan of
the industrial complex

Phase I Phase II
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1 Industrial park – 22 ha
2 Chemical park - 62 ha
3 Energy island and infrastructure - 21 ha
4 Ecological island - 10 ha 
5 Electrical substation 110/10 - 5 ha
6 Phospho-gypsum storage - 128 ha
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53 ha

Effects & 
Benefits115 ha
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Infrastructure within the location: 

Internal roads 

Corridor with underground installations 
-sewerage system and water supply network 
-the electricity network and fiber optic cable network

Corridor for over ground installations:
-pipeline bridges for auxiliary and energy fluids, liquid 
raw materials and products

The plant for final wastewater treatment for all facilities 
at the location (~700 m3/h)

The infrastructure within the locations means the infrastructural 
corridors with installations to the lots of future investors.  
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The ENERGY ISLAND on the area of 22 ha is intended 
for the construction of infrastructure and energy ca-
pacities for the chemical park including, wastewater 
treatment plant, thermal waste treatment, steam 
production energy plants, gas substation, as well as 
other required infrastructure facilities and other fa-
cilities required for the chemical park (preparation of 
process wastewater, compressed air, etc.). 
 
There is also the warehouse-logistic center with the 
rail and truck terminal for transshipment and storage 
of solid and liquid materials and finished products. 

CORRIDORS for underground and above-ground in-
stallations will be formed in parallel with the network 
of internal roads, providing the most efficient infra-
structures and logistics for all production facilities on 
the site, which include: water supply and sewerage 
network, technological wastewater collector, power 
cables, optical networks, pipelines, stream pipelines 
and gas pipelines, etc.

  

The ECOLOGICAL ISLAND with an area of 10 ha is 
intended for the disposal and management of in-
dustrial waste from the plant, in accordance with 
the state waste management strategy for the pe-
riod 2020-2025.  The central plant for final waste-
water treatment after suitable pretreatment of 
wastewater from all plants would solve one of the 
key issues of the chemical industry while preventing 
pollution of the Danube as a recipient (~700 m3). 

Infrastructure
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The CENTRAL ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING with of-
fice space and meeting rooms, as well as the central 
canteen for employees will be available for all com-
panies operating within the Prahovo Industrial and 
Chemical Park. 
 
The expansion is also planned for the long-term de-
velopment of a modern phosphogypsum stack, as a 
by-product of the phosphoric acid production pro-
cess.  The modern phosphogypsum stack in Prahovo 
was the first of its kind built in Serbia (128 ha).  



The international Port of Prahovo on the Danube, around 40 km 
downstream from HPP Djerdap, as one of the key advantages of this 
location, provides the most cost-effective form of transport to nu-
merous markets. 

Elixir Group is the operator of the Port of Prahovo, which has 700 
metres of operational quay, 7 berths for river vessels and facilities 
for receiving and handling all types of cargo from river barges, rail 
trains and transport trucks. The current transhipment capacity is 
approximately 2 million tonnes per year.

The development plan of the Port of Prahovo includes the infrastruc-
tural capacity expansion of the port area for additional 3.5 ha (total 
10 ha), the increase of annual transshipment capacity to 3.5 million 
tons for all types of cargo and construction of new enclosed and 
open warehouses in the port.  

Port of Prahovo

3,5 mil 
t/y

700 metres 
of operational quay

7 berths 
for river vessels

2 million tonnes  
-  current capacity

3.5 million tonnes 
– projected capacity



Industrial chemical 
park services 

Port operator
All types of docking and reloading of barges, trains 
and lorries.

Intra-park traffic operator 
Coordination of rail traffic with multiple rail lines and 
a train station, as well as regulation of road transport 
with defined sites for reloading stations, depots and 
parking lots.

Electricity
Within the industrial complex there is a high-voltage 
110/10 KV substation with power of 2 x 31.5 MW.

Steam
Current steam production is 55 tonnes per hour. A 
plant for thermal treatment of solid and liquid waste 
(up to 60,000 tonnes per year) is planned, with 
the thermal energy, also used for production of an 
additional 45 tonnes of steam per hour.

Water supply
A pumping station on the Danube with a capacity 
of 4 x 650 m3 per hour provides water supply for the 
industrial complex and for fire protection.

Waste water treatment
A modern plant is being designed for the final 
treatment of waste water from all production plants 
on the site (1,000 - 1,500 m3/hr)

Logistics 
Organisation of transport, warehousing and other 
logistics operations. 

Waste management 
Management of all kinds of industrial waste 
generated in the work of production plants. 

Laboratory
A modern laboratory offers a wide range of physical 
and chemical tests and analyses.

Free zone
A range of fiscal and customs benefits.

Other services

-Park security
-Fire protection
-Maintenance 
-Procurement
-Workshop services
-Engineering services
-Building construction
-HR support
-Education centre
-Business premises
-Support in obtaining permits needed
-Customs and freight services
-Catering

The ultimate goal in developing the 
Industrial Chempark Prahovo is the 
provision of all the services other 
European chemical parks offer their 
clients.
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Source: *Republic of Serbia National Employment Service, January 2019

Other benefits
There are many reasons Industrial Chempark Prahovo is the best 
location to invest in new production facilities.

Average gross 
monthly salary (EUR)

Serbia  643
Romania 891
Hungary 1,186
Poland  1,222
Slovakia 1,406
Czech R. 1,501

Average net salary by regions (EUR)

CORPORATE
PROFIT TAX

LANGUAGE 
PROFICIENCY

Structure of unemployed by 
level of education

Tax rate
comparison table

Indication of knowledge of 
languages, based on 100K+

Serbia  15%
Romania 16%
Croatia  18% 
Czech R. 19%
Poland  19%
Slovakia 21%

English  86%
German 12%
Russian  12% 
French 6%
Spanish  6%
Italian 4%

WORKFORCE AND 
EDUCATION

ELECTRICITY
COST

MARKET
ACCESS  

- Grants
- Tax relief
- Payroll tax incentives 
- No double taxation

Serbia             0.067 €/kWh 
Romania            0.08 €/kWh
Croatia                0.14 €/kWh 
Czech R.             0.08 €/kWh
Slovakia               0.11 €/kWh

Serbia is signatory to a range of trade 
agreements with a number of state 
economic associations. These open the 
doors to various markets with a combined 
population of 1.1 billion for goods 
produced in Serbia. 

INCENTIVES FOR 
FOREIGN INVESTORS
IN SERBIA

Elixir Garden includes complete amenities for urban 
housing for single people and families: 

Residential buildings;
Family houses;
Mini shopping center; 
Various real estate amenities; 
Catering;
Kindergarten, library, gallery; 
Parking lots and underground garage;
Park, fountain and decorative greenery.

Among its other benefits, Elixir Garden will be an impor-
tant  support for further HR development and expansi-
on of the activities of Prahovo Industrial Chempark

Elixir Group is focused on the future development of human resources with 
the objective to provide young people perspective that will attract and 
motivate them to develop their career in the chemical industry in Prahovo.

Developing 
HR Strategy 
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Elixir Garden
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Negotin

ICPP

HR Strategy 2020+ Elixir Group means intensive and 
constructive cooperation with all educational institu-
tions, active inclusion in dual education, scholarships 
for gifted students, resolving housing issues for the 
employed staff and management under favorable 
conditions, establishment of own educational and 
training center as well as other corporative and HR 
projects.  

The most important HR project is the construction of 
the residential and commercial center “Elixir Garden” 
in phases at the attractive location in Negotin, of to-
tal area 54,000 m2.

Elixir Garden
spatial presentation of the location for the construction of the residential 

and business complex ‘Elixir Garden’ in relation to the center of Negotin
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INDUSTRIAL CHEMPARK DOO PRAHOVO   ELIXIR GROUP DOO ŠABAC 
Braće Jugovića 2                    Bulevar Oslobođenja 79
19330 Prahovo       21000 Novi Sad
Serbia         Serbia

                                                  Phone: +381 21 6611 300
                      office@elixirgroup.rs 
                      www.elixirgroup.rs

office@icpp.rs 
www.icpp.rs


